
STILL LIFE - lesson planLesson 
Plan

I can create a Still Life artwork
I can explain Still Life in simple terms 
I can identify a Still Life artwork
I can compare and contrast artworks
I can identify all the objects in this artwork,

I can group objects according to a given theme
I can broadly explain what a symbol is and give examples within Still Life
I can explain in simple terms what a theme is, within an art context

Learning Aims:

      explain their uses
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YOU MAY WANT TO SUPERVISE HANDLING OF SOME OF THE OBJECTS -
the barometer is covered with glass, and the carpenter's set-square
has sharp corners - they are perfectly safe to handle, but may need
supervision depending on the students.
For lower ability students or younger age groups, you could complete the
worksheet as a whole class. 
Questioning can be used at most points of the lesson to increase the level
of challenge. Any slides with questions give a range for different abilities. 
You might want to consider ability pairings for the quiz on slide 6

Differentiation:

Curriculum Links:
Art and Design - produce creative work; evaluate and analyse creative works;
know about Great Artists

accompanying Powerpoint - emailed
Discovery Box objects and A2 artwork supplied
copies of pupil worksheet attached
colouring pencils, pens, crayons

Resources Needed:

Key Vocabulary:
Still-Life, theme, symbol

Featured artist: 
Edward Wadsworth

'Bright Intervals'



Give each table/group an object from the Discovery Box (one that features in the 'Bright
Intervals' artwork). YOU MAY WANT TO SUPERVISE SOME OF THE OBJECTS - the
barometer is covered with glass, and the carpenter's set-square has sharp
corners - they are perfectly safe to handle, but may need supervision depending
on the students. Ask students to discuss the questions on SLIDE 2 in their groups.

Introduce students to the idea of Still life using SLIDE 7.

Use SLIDES 15 to 19 to re-cap their understanding of Still Life by asking how the
artworks on these slides are similar and different to the Edward Wadsworth piece. 

STARTER:

1.

   2. Each table/group should briefly introduce their object to the class and explain what
       they think it is for. As a class, students should work out what all the objects have in
       common. Where might they be found and who might use them?

   3. Show students the 'Bright Intervals' artwork - SLIDE 3 or use the A2 copy. Can they see
       all of their objects? Use SLIDE 4 to explain the artwork. Use SLIDE 5 to explain each of
       the featured objects - were their guesses correct? You could also use the attached
       Information Sheet to tell them more about the artwork and artist if you have time.

   4. Challenge students to a quiz in pairs. SLIDE 6.

Main:

1.

   2. Test understanding by playing 'Still Life or not Still Life!' on SLIDES 8 - 14.

   3. Ask students to complete the attached worksheet to show their understanding of Still
       Life. Share some answers.

   4. Art activity - ask students to create their own Still Life. They could collect natural
       materials from outside, use items from their bags, or find objects from around the
       classroom, although you will obviously need to police this! It may be easier to ask
       tables/groups to create a Still Life between them. Students need to ensure that objects
       are themed and suitably arranged. (eg - they could create a Still Life where all objects
       are the same colour, a stationery Still Life, or a reading Still Life). You could then take
       photos, view each group's work, or ask students to draw their Still Life once assembled.

Plenary:

1.

Homework:

Ask students to create and photograph their own Still Life. Ask them to give it a title.
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TEACHING AND LEARNING TASKS
(see accompanying Powerpoint)

Lesson 
Plan



Theme: sport

Objects: 

Background: 

Most Still Life paintings have a THEME - a big idea that the artist wants us to think about.
The artist chooses objects which help us to think about that theme. They usually all have
something in common. Artists often choose a background which suits the objects they
have chosen. 

Help the artists below by choosing some objects and a background to include in their Still
Life paintings. You could write a list or draw them. There is an example to help you:

Theme: ships and the sea

Objects: a shell, a barometer, a
carpenter's set-square, some sail cloth,
some rope, some fishing floats, some
binoculars

Background: a window overlooking
some boats on the sea

Theme: nature

Objects: 

Background: 

Theme: school

Objects: 

Background: 

Theme: happiness

Objects: 

Background: 

Theme: freedom

Objects: 

Background: 

CREATE YOUR OWN STILL LIFE!
Pupil 

worksheet



Wadsworth painted this bright and bold STILL-LIFE in 1928

Edward Wadsworth lived between 1889

and 1949.

During the First World War, Wadsworth

worked for the Royal Navy, painting

warships! He painted ‘dazzle-camouflage’

designs to confuse the enemy. This made it

difficult for the enemy to know the ships’

speed and direction. After the war, he

continued to use the sea in his artwork.

This painting shows objects linked to the

sea that you might use if you were a

fisherman, boat-builder or sailor.

Wadsworth collected equipment used on

ships so he could paint it.

He liked to use ‘TEMPURA’ paints which are

quite unusual. They are made from

coloured pigments (powders) mixed with

egg yolks! This painting uses tempura paint.

This painting is in a SURREALIST style. This

means the objects are very sharp, clear and

bright – it makes the picture dream-like!

Wadsworth was part of a group of artists called

The VORTICISTS. They were ABSTRACT artists (they used

lines, shapes and colours instead of showing objects or

scenes). They showed movement and energy in their

paintings, by using hard, thick lines, harsh colours, and

broken-up shapes. Some of their paintings can look

quite confusing because of this!

EDWARD WADSWORTH - BRIGHT INTERVALSART 
BURS

T!
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Become a STILL LIFE artist!

1.  Think of a THEME (a big idea) that you want to use. What do you want people to think about? (eg –

happiness, family, food) You are going to collect some objects. What are they going to have in common?

For example, you could collect objects linked to food and eating, objects linked to playing and having fun,

or objects linked to the outdoors.

2.  Collect some objects from around school that link to your chosen theme – you need about six objects. 

3.  Arrange your objects on a table. You could place them separately, overlap them, or bunch them

together.(Wadsworth’s painting is unusual for a STILL LIFE because it shows a window and a scene behind

the objects.)
 

4.  Choose your MEDIUM (the materials you are going to use). Do you want to draw, paint, or take a photo?

Are you going to use paper or old cardboard? Are you going to use pencil, biro or marker-pen?

5.  Get creating! Make sure you look very carefully - think about the sizes, shapes, and textures of the objects.

6.  Have a look at other people's still lifes. How are they similar and how are they different?

Try it at school!



Have a go at tempura painting! Experiment with mixing food colouring and egg yolks! Is it easy to paint

with? Why do you think artists like to use it? It will be messy - make sure you wash your hands afterwards! 

Do a science experiment! In the painting, the objects on wooden sticks are fishing floats. They float on the

sea. Fill a bucket or sink with water and try putting in different objects. Which sink and which float? Why?

Have a look at some of Wadsworth’ s other artworks using Google image search. Try copying one.

Research some other famous STILL-LIFE paintings and artists using Google image search. Try Paul

Cezanne, Henri Matisse, Vincent Van Gogh, Giorgio Morandi, Audrey Flack, Georgia O’Keeffe, or Edward

Weston. How are their STILL LIFES similar and how are they different? Which is your favourite? Why? 

    Read:          KS2 - 'Alone on a Wide, Wide Sea’ by Michael Morpurgo. A boy is saved by his love of the sea.

      EYFS - 'Commotion in the Ocean' by Giles Andreae - exploration with sea creatures!

    Watch:                The animated version of ‘The Snail and the Whale’ by Julia Donaldson. Travel the oceans!

A STILL LIFE is a close-up drawing or painting of a group of objects - sometimes they are natural 

objects, and sometimes man-made objects. Usually the objects in the picture have something in common

and are arranged together. STILL LIFE has been popular since the Romans and Greeks. It became really

popular in the Netherlands during the 16th and 17th centuries, when artists liked to paint flowers or fruit. 

STILL LIFE paintings use lots of SYMBOLISM (they use objects to represent or make us think about 

something else – usually a big idea). For example, an egg might make us think about hope 

and new life. A rotting apple might make us think about death and time passing.

More learning activities...
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Can you identify all the objects in the painting? What are they used for?

Which objects are natural objects and which are man-made objects?

Wadsworth has used lots of spiral and circular shapes in the painting. Why? How many can you find?

Wadsworth has repeated the same colours in lots of different parts of the painting. Can you find everything

painted in red? Dark blue? Turquoise? White? How many different colours can you find?

He has used lots of shades of blue, as well as red and white. Why do you think he has used these colours?

How do you think Wadsworth felt about the sea and the seaside? How does the painting makes you feel.

For a STILL-LIFE painting, there is a lot of movement here! What can you see that is moving or is able to 

move? What makes you think of movement? Think carefully, you’ll be surprised!

Thought stop

Let's explore....                                        STILL LIFE


